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ABSTRACT 

For future development of automated sensor-based sorting in the mining 

industry, an improvement in the separation efficiency of the equipment is 

desirable.  This could be achieved through a better understanding of the 

identification and separation aspects of the automated sorter.  For 

automated sorters that undertake separation through the use of 

compressed air jets, the problem of poor separation efficiency has been 

linked with co-deflection losses.  Co-deflection losses occur as particles 

meant to pass on to the ‘accept’ bin are co-deflected with the particles 

(which are to be deflected) meant to go to the ‘reject’ bin.   

 

To study co-deflection losses and suggest means of improving automated 

sorter separation efficiency, this research investigates the effects of particle 

size, shape, throughput, together with the proportion of particles (out of the 

total test batch) required to be deflected on separation efficiency.  The 

effect of the air valve configuration on separation efficiency was also 

studied.  Presented also is a mathematical model which could be used to 

predict automated sorter separation efficiency.   

 

All separation efficiency investigations were undertaken using a TiTech 

Combisense© (BSM 063) automated sorter.  Samples of granite were sized 

into -20+15mm, -15+10mm and -10+6mm size fractions and grouped into 

cubic and flaky shape fractions.  These fractions were then divided into two 

with one portion painted for colour separation efficiency investigations.   

 

The separation efficiency results confirmed earlier research indicating that 

particle size and the fraction requiring deflection affects separation 

efficiency, with separation efficiency decreasing with a decrease in particle 

size and an increase in throughput.  It was observed that co-deflection loss 

occurs when correctly identified ‘accept’ particles are co-deflected due to 

their close proximity to ‘reject’ particles that are to be deflected.  

Observations from the tests indicate that an increase in the proportion of 



particles requiring deflection increases the probability of finding ‘accept’ 

particles in close proximity to ‘reject’ particles leading to co-deflections.   

 

Monte Carlo simulations were used to produce a random distribution of 

particles on the conveyor belt as would be obtained from actual 

investigations.  From these simulations particle proximity relationships and 

particle co-deflections were studied.  Results indicate that the Monte Carlo 

simulations under-predicts particle proximity associations. 

 

The effect of shape on co-deflection was investigated with results indicating 

that flaky shaped particles produce higher number of co-deflections 

compared to cubic shaped particles.  It was also observed that the valve 

sensitivity determined from valve opening and closing times is of 

importance to the selectivity (precision) of the separating air jets.    

 

A mathematical separation efficiency model is presented which contains two 

variables, the belt loading (calculated using particle size, shape and 

throughput) and the particle fraction of the total test batch that are to be 

deflected (% deflection).  The separation efficiency can be calculated once 

these two variables are determined.   
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